
Recommended Application

Make certain that your wood surface is free from all 
dirt, stains, oil, grease, grime, mildew, fungus or loose 
bark prior to finish application.  LOG GUARD® Interior 
Clear Wood Finish may be applied by brush, airless 
sprayer or pump sprayer. If spray application is used 
then back brushing is necessary. If a color coat is desired, 
we recommend applying UV GUARD® Wood Finish or 
UV GUARD® II Wood Finish prior to the LOG GUARD® 
Interior Clear Wood Finish.  If a stain is applied then it is 
best to wait 24 hours before applying your first coat of 
LOG GUARD® Interior Clear Wood Finish.  LOG GUARD® 
Interior Clear Wood Finish will be dry to the touch in 
30 minutes to 1 hour and ready for a light sand after 4 
hours depending on temperature and relative humidity.  
Sanding between coats is highly recommended.   Make 
sure that all dust is removed from the wood surface prior 
to application of LOG GUARD® Interior Clear Wood Finish 
and between subsequent coats.  Do not use LOG GUARD® 
Interior Clear Wood Finish over deteriorated finishes.   2-3 
finish coats of LOG GUARD® Interior Clear Wood Finish 
is recommended for a smooth and even finish.  Please 
inquire with us for more details or questions about 
applying LOG GUARD® Interior Clear Wood Finish on your 
next project.

Maintenance

No upkeep is required.

Packaging

Sample Jar, 1 Gallon Pail and 5 Gallon Pail 

Coverage Rates 

150-300 square feet per gallon on the first coat. 
300-500 square feet per gallon on subsequent coats.

**The above coverage rates are highly dependent upon 
the porosity of the wood and the condition of the existing 
stain. Do not thin or dilute product.
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The Clear Choice For Interior Wood
®

Experience & Reputation

For over 30 years, the Weatherall Company has been 
making and delivering the best wood finishes, chinking 
and caulking products in the industry. Some things need 
to be earned.

Complete Wood Care System

We are proud to offer wood finishes, chinking and caulking 
products designed specifically for logs, wood siding or 
timbers. We believe that our system of products will not only 
enhance the beauty of your home, but also offer unsurpassed 
protection and longevity. Let us take the worry out of 
compatibility issues.

We are making it easy to GO GREEN.

In a world that moves at lightning speed it is sometimes 
easy to forget about being socially responsible. The 
Weatherall Company offers a full line of environmentally 
friendly products that protect you, the environment and 
your wood structure. No longer do you need to breathe 
harsh chemicals to get the results that you desire.  Mother 
Nature would like to take this opportunity to thank you.

WE CARE Attitude

Whether you are looking to purchase more materials or 
simply need advice, our goal is to make sure that you 
get the best customer experience. Let us show you that 
CUSTOMERS do matter.

Try Before You Buy

You’ve waited this long to get your dream house; why 
not wait a couple more days to make sure you get the 
colors you want? We will send you a kit that includes stain 
samples, caulking color charts, chinking color charts and 
application guides. Knowing exactly what you want is  
a good thing. 

CLEAR WOOD FINISH
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Add Beauty, Protection, and Depth to Your Wood

LOG GUARD® Interior Clear Wood Finish protects interior 
wood surfaces with a tough, durable, urethane-like finish 
that enhances the beauty of wood.   Strong odors are a 
thing of the past. LOG GUARD® Interior Clear Wood Finish is 
a water-based environmentally friendly, crystal clear coating 
that has an extremely low VOC content.  LOG GUARD® 
Interior Clear Wood Finish makes cleaning your wood 
surfaces easy and helps stop your wood from yellowing over 
time.  There is no better choice to provide beauty, depth and 
protection to the wood on the inside of your house. 

Features 

• Crystal Clear Finish 
• Easy Application 
• Non-Yellowing Formula
• Adds Beauty & Depth
• Eco-Friendly
•    Flexible yet Scuff Resistant Finish
•    Gloss or Satin Sheen
•    Compatible with Most Other Finishing Products
•    Dries to Urethane like Finish
•    Low to No Maintenance
•    Water Based Formula
•    Soap & Water Clean Up
  
Application Tips

• Always test a sample on your wood.
• Thoroughly stir contents prior to application. DO NOT SHAKE.
• Tannin stains should be dealt with prior to application.
• Great for logs, cabinets, trim, T&G, paneling and woodwork.
• Not recommended for floors or exteriors. 
• Lightly sand between coats.
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Why it Works 

LOG GUARD® Interior Clear Wood Finish creates a hard shell 
that is resistant to household cleaners and detergents but also 
offers just enough flexibility to expand and contract with the 
movement of the wood on the interior of your home.
  
Physical Properties

www.Weatherall.com

Viscosity: 150 cps 
Density: 8.5 ± 0.1 lbs./gal. 
pH: 8.5 ± 0.5
VOC: 60 g/l 
% Solids: 27-28% 

Odor: Odorless when dry 
Toxicity: Non-toxic 
Shelf Life: 2 Years 
Test Method: ASTM G-53


